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ABSTRACT
This dissertation proposes a series of unconstrained and constrained Bayesian finite
mixture regression models tailored to examine heterogeneous response patterns in service
quality evaluations by simultaneously identifying the underlying market segments of
consumers (heterogeneity) and the differential significant drivers in their evaluation
judgments (variable selection), while enforcing various managerial and theoretical
implementation restrictions (constraints) into the model. After providing research
motivation in a service quality evaluation context, I will review relevant literature of
service quality evaluation and segmentation models in Chapter 2. Following the literature
review, I will describe the technical details of the unconstrained Bayesian finite mixture
regression model with variable selection in Chapter 3 (Kim, Fong, and DeSarbo 2012) and
three additional specialty models in Chapter 4 in a SERVQUAL/SERVPERF context. In
Chapter 5, a Monte Carlo analysis with synthetic data will demonstrate that the various
Bayes regression models can be gainfully employed in identifying and representing
heterogeneous response patterns, and that the proposed models are more robust against
multicollinearity than existing methods. In Chapter 6, I will illustrate the usefulness of
these proposed models using a SERVPERF survey of the National Insurance Company’s
customers. Finally, I discuss the limitations and future direction of this research.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

According to Lovelock and Wirtz (2011, p.15), services are economic activities
offered by one party to another. Often time-based, performance of the service is designed to
bring about the desired results to recipients, objects, or other assets for which purchasers have
direct responsibility. In exchange for money, time, and effort, service customers expect value
from access to goods, labor, professional skills, facilities, networks, and systems; but they do
not normally take ownership of any of the physical elements involved (Lovelock, 2005). As
noted by Zeithaml, Bitner, and Gremler (2009), services can be uniquely characterized by:
1. Intangibility – services cannot be seen, tasted, felt, heard, or smelled prior to purchase;
2. Inseparability/Simultaneity – services are usually delivered and consumed at the same
time;
3. Perishability – services cannot be stored and are assigned delivery during a specified
period of time after which it vanishes;
4. Variability – service quality depends on who provides them, when, where, and to whom,
and so are highly variable;
5. Heterogeneity – no two customers are precisely alike; each will have unique demands
and expectations, and experience the service in a unique way.
According to Winer and Dhar (2011), services account for approximately 85% of all
jobs in the US, and for over 60% of its GDP. The US Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that
the service producing sector will continue to be the dominant employment generator in the US
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economy, adding about 14.6 million jobs through 2018, or 96% of the expected increase in
total US employment. Such economic importance has led to a growing interest in the special
problems involved with service marketing (Kotler and Keller, 2012). Because of the size,
diversity, and unique characteristics of the service economy, service marketing has been one
of the most heavily researched areas in Marketing over the past 15 years (Winer and Dhar,
2011). The resulting research has produced a number of major findings, especially in the area
of service quality assessment (Rust and Huang, 2012).
As noted by DeSarbo, Huff, Rolandelli, and Choi (1994), marketing strategists have
found that firms with comparatively higher levels of quality typically reap higher market
share and return (Buzzell and Gale 1987; Philips, Chang, and Buzzell 1983), obtain lower
costs and higher profit margins (Crosby, 1979, 1984; Garvin, 1983, 1984), and lower price
elasticities among consumers. Indeed, Parasuraman, Berry, and Zeithaml (1991) state that
delivering high quality in the service industry is recognized as the most effective means of
ensuring that a company’s offerings are uniquely positioned in a market filled with “lookalike” competitive offerings. Yet, the positive relationship between service quality and
shareholder value can be masked when customers have heterogeneous perceptions of service
quality (Grewal, Chandrashekaran, and Citrin 2010). It is thus important to accurately
measure service quality and identify its key drivers for its customer base.
In order to measure service quality and identify its key drivers, a number of
measurement tools (e.g., SERVQUAL, SERVPERF, etc.) and analysis procedures (e.g.,
correlation, regression, structural equation models, PLS, latent class methods, etc.) have been
proposed and utilized (e.g., Brady and Cronin 2001; Brady, Cronin, and Brand 2002; Ladhari
2009; Mittal and Lassar 1998). Considering such unique characteristics of services, an ideal
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model should parsimoniously allow for heterogeneity through the selection of a small number
of key drivers of service quality per segment, while simultaneously minimizing problems
associated with multicollinearity. To achieve this goal, I would propose a new class of
Bayesian segmentation methods in this dissertation. The four proposed methods perform
segmentation analysis to resolve the heterogeneity problem, determine the key drivers per
derived heterogeneous group of consumers, and accommodate managerial implementation
issues.
In the following Chapter 2, I will review relevant literature concerning service quality
and segmentation models. After a brief review of the relevant literature, I will introduce the
technical details of the new class of Bayesian finite mixture models with (un)constrained
variable selection. Next, to illustrate the performances of the proposed Bayesian models, I
will analyze multiple synthetic data sets in a Monte Carlo analysis. As an empirical
application, I present a SERVPERF survey application for the National Insurance Company.
Finally, I will discuss directions for future research and limitations.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Literature Review on Service Quality
Perhaps the most popular approach utilized for measuring service quality over the past
three decades has been the SERVQUAL methodology developed by Zeithaml, Parasuraman,
and Berry (1990), and its many variants. Given the unique characteristics of services
mentioned in introduction section, SERVQUAL contains a total of 22 question items
measuring service quality on five dimensions: reliability (the ability to perform the service
dependably and accurately), assurance (the service provider’s knowledge and the confidence
they instill), tangibles (the facilities, written materials, and other physical evidence of the
service), empathy (the level of attention given to consumers), and responsiveness (the ability
to respond to the customers’ needs on a timely basis). Table 2.1 presents an example from
Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1991) of the 22 SERVQUAL items as applied to the
National Insurance Company – an application that I shall return to later in Chapter 6. One can
see how multiple questions/items are utilized to reflect each of the underlying five factors or
dimensions of SERVQUAL. In the original SERVQUAL format, each respondent completes
one 22 question battery measuring expectations regarding these five general factors, and then
one battery for each experienced service supplier to measure their experienced, perceived
performance with respect to these same 22 items. The SERVQUAL score for any particular
measure is the difference between the perception of performance and the expectation for that
measure– a gap score. The quality of service for each of the five factors can be estimated by
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computing an average score across the measures for that dimension and calculating an overall
score. One can also collect importance weights from the respondents that sum to one, and
utilize them explicitly into these calculations to form weighted averages.
TABLE 2.1
National Insurance Co.’s SERVQUAL/SERVPERF 5 Dimensions and 22 Items
Reliability
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

When National promises to do something, it does so.
When you have a problem, National shows a sincere interest in solving it.
National performs the service right the first time.
National provides its services at the time it promises to do so.
National maintains error-free records.

Empathy
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

National treats you with care.
National has operating hours convenient to all its policyholders.
National has employees who give you personal attention.
National has your best interest in mind.
Employees of National understand your specific needs.

Tangibles
11.
12.
13.
14.

National has modern-looking equipment.
National’s physical facilities are visually appealing.
National’s employees are neat appearing.
Materials associated with service (such as pamphlets or statements) are visually appealing at National.

Responsiveness
15.
16.
17.
18.

Employees of National tell you exactly when services will be performed.
Employees of National give you prompt service.
Employees of National are always willing to help you.
Employees of National are never too busy to respond to your requests.

Assurance
19.
20.
21.
22.

The behavior of employees of National instills confidence in you.
You feel safe in your transactions with National.
Employees of National are consistently courteous with you.
Employees of National have the knowledge to answer your questions.

Note: All questions are 1-7 scaled Likert-type items measured strongly disagree to strongly agree.
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Despite its extensive application across varied service settings, the SERVQUAL
methodology has been criticized on both conceptual and methodological grounds. According
to Jain and Gupta (2004), the major objections to SERVQUAL relate to the use of gap scores,
the length of the questionnaire, the demands placed on respondents, the predictive power of
the instrument, and the validity of the five-dimensional structure across varied application
areas (see Babakus and Boller 1992; Cronin and Taylor 1992; Dabholkar, Shepard, and
Thorpe 2000; Teas 1993, 1994). Perhaps the most damaging criticism relates to the use of this
disconfirmation gap framework in the SERVQUAL approach. As mentioned by Jain and
Gupta (2004), most studies have found a poor fit between the SERVQUAL service quality
average scores and an overall service quality as measured through a single item scale (e.g.,
Babakus and Boller 1992; Carman 1990; Finn and Lamb 1991; Spreng and Singh 1993).
Others have had difficulties with the differential and ambiguous manner in which
expectations are operationalized in SERVQUAL, and how it seemingly confuses service
quality with service satisfaction. Cronin and Taylor (1992) have proposed the SERVPERF
measurement scheme as an alternative service quality measurement system. SERVPERF
eliminates the expectations aspects of SERVQUAL, and contains only the 22 performance
items and an overall service quality measurement. Many researchers have documented the
superior performance of SERVPERF over SERVQUAL (e.g., Babakus and Boller 1992;
Brady, Cronin, and Brand 2002; Cronin and Taylor 1992; Dabholkar et al. 2000; Jain and
Gupta 2004).
Other more recent measurement schemas have also been proposed and tailored to
particular service contexts. For example, Stevens, Knuston, and Patton (1995) proposed a
measure of service quality in restaurants with 29 items and 5 dimensions, and Dabholkar,
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Thorpe, and Rentz (1996) developed a scale for retail stores (Retail Service Quality: RSQ)
which included 28 items and 5 dimensions. Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Malhotra (2005)
extended SERVQUAL to E-S-QUAL for assessing Electronic Service Quality with 22 items
and 4 dimensions. In addition, a number of other industry-specific scales to measure service
quality have been published: scales for library services (Cook and Thomson 2001), scales for
bank services (Jabnoun and Khalifa 2005), scales for B to B services (Gounaris 2005), scales
for hospitality industry (Wilkins, Merrilees, and Herington 2007), scales for healthcare
services (Miranda et al. 2010), scales for hospital services (Altuntas, Dereli, and Yilmaz
2012), etc. Although there are many new versions, SERVQUAL or SERVPERF is still the
standard utilized to measure service quality in various service industries (see Ladhari 2008).
Consumer evaluations such as those obtained from SERVQUAL and SERVPERF
reflect cognitive judgments that often have a strong impact on future purchase intentions, and
it is important for marketing managers to identify the key drivers of service quality
assessment to successfully influence consumers' preference and choice; i.e., which subset of
the 22 items are most important to the overall assessment of service quality? Note, a number
of data analytic procedures (e.g., correlation, regression, structural equation models, PLS,
latent class methods, etc.) have been utilized to identify the critical drivers most related to
overall service quality and subsequent purchase intentions (e.g., Brady and Cronin 2001;
Brady, Cronin, and Brand 2002; Ladhari 2009; Mittal and Lassar 1998). Endemic to
SERVQUAL/SERPERF and these associated methodologies for service quality assessment
are three important managerial issues to resolve:
1. What are the significant drivers are of overall service quality evaluation (variable
selection)?
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2. Do these drivers vary by consumer or market segment (heterogeneity)?
3. Is the manager able to gainfully implement the results obtained in his/her own
managerial context (constraints)?
Further, such consumer evaluation investigations are often characterized by consumer
surveys with limited sample sizes and a relatively large number of potential predictors of
service quality judgments (22 survey items for SERVQUAL/SERVPERF). In addition, such
service quality studies are often plagued by multicollinearity where there are typically a large
number of items that are highly correlated with one another (Brown, Churchill, and Peter,
1993; Drolet and Morrison, 2001) due primarily to halo effects and poor discriminant validity
given the incidence of multiple measures reflecting the same latent dimension. The effects of
such collinearity problems are well known in the classical regression literature with respect to
coefficient instability with inflated standard errors. While sequential regression procedures
can be of some assistance in such SERVQUAL/SERVPERF studies, embedded heterogeneity
may mask the true underlying response patterns in the data.
Regarding heterogeneity, several scholars in service quality assessment research
believe that there are significant customer differences regarding which items have significant
impact on service quality (Danaher, 1998; Krishinan et al., 1999), but a relatively small
number of existent studies have examined heterogeneity in consumer service evaluations
(much more work on this area has occurred in the customer satisfaction domain). In a service
quality assessment context, Athanassopoulos (2000) examined two pre-specified segments of
individual and business groups before conducting the service quality analysis by designated
segment. Mentzer, Flint, and Hult (2001) pre-specified four segments of general merchandise,
clothing, electronics, and construction, and conducted segment specific structural equation
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models based on confirmatory factor analysis. However, both research studies used a priori
segments that were pre-derived and not based on underlying response differences. Garcia and
Caro (2010) utilized latent class regression to find heterogeneous drivers of service quality in
the Spanish insurance industry, but they reported many negative effects of several drivers on
overall service quality, and utilized ad-hoc model selection methods (i.e., selecting a model
which was not indicated by information criteria) while utilizing the complete set of
independent variables in the analysis. Given that in latent structure regression models
different coefficients are estimated for each derived segment, the total number of coefficients
to be estimated by the model grows rapidly and one may be faced with having insufficient
degrees of freedom. In addition, the problems with multicollinearity are often amplified as
less data is available to derive the segment-level coefficients as the number of segments
grows.
Based on the literature review of service quality measurement and previously used
analysis method in service quality context, I would argue that key research issues here are to
solve the heterogeneity problem while identifying key drivers of overall service quality by
derived segment given the various measurement difficulties encountered in
SERVQUAL/SERVPERF context (e.g., collinearity, increasing number of measurement
items, sample size, etc.). Then, an ideal model would thus parsimoniously allow for
heterogeneity through the selection of a small number of key drivers of service quality per
segment, while simultaneously minimizing problems associated with multicollinearity. In
addition, marketing practitioners also may want the methodology to consider managerial
implementability and actionability given various constraints from the specific application
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context. In the following section, let’s review the literature of segmentation models (to resolve
heterogeneity) and recent variable selection techniques (to find key drivers).

2.2. Literature Review of Segmentation Methods
Market segmentation involves viewing a heterogeneous aggregate market as
decomposable into a number of smaller homogeneous markets in response to the
heterogeneous preferences attributable to the desires of consumers for more precise
satisfaction of their varying wants and needs (Smith 1956). Since the early pioneering work of
Wendell Smith (1956), market segmentation has become one of the most pervasive activities
in both the marketing academic literature and actual marketing practice. According to a recent
survey reported in Roberts, Kayande, and Stremersch (2007), both marketing academicians
and practitioners ranked marketing segmentation as having the strongest impact in the field of
Marketing among all other Marketing tools evaluated. As stated in DeSarbo and Grisaffe
(1998), in addition to being one of the major ways of operationalizing the marketing concept,
market segmentation provides guidelines for a firm's marketing strategy and resource
allocation among products and markets. Facing heterogeneous markets/customers, a firm
employing a market segmentation strategy can typically increase expected profitability as
suggested by the classic price discrimination model which provides the major theoretical
rationale for market segmentation (Frank, Massey, and Wind 1972).
As noted in Wedel and Kamakura (2000), the major methodological methods for
implementing market segmentation and representing market heterogeneity has evolved over
the past number of decades. Initially, classical multivariate statistical methods such as
regression analysis, cluster analysis, discriminant analysis, etc. were employed depending
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upon whether a priori or post hoc segmentation schemes (see Green, Carroll, and Carmone
1977) were desired. More recently, emphasis has shifted to model-based segmentation
methodologies involving more complex optimization and numerical methods, finite mixtures,
and/or Bayesian approaches given the various criteria established for effective market
segmentation (see DeSarbo and DeSarbo 2003). Where such segmentation applications
involve an obvious dependent variable and multiple independent variables, two major classes
of procedures extensively published in Marketing for segmentation have been employed:
clusterwise regression and latent structure regression (involving both finite mixtures and
Bayesian mixtures) approaches (Wedel and Kamakura 2000). Both classes of procedures
simultaneously estimate the number of market segments (K), the membership of each
individual observation into the K market segments, and the parameters of the specified
regression model per derived market segment. Clusterwise regression procedures (DeSarbo,
Atalay, LeBaron, and Blanchard 2008; DeSarbo, Grewal, and Scott 2008; DeSarbo and
Mahajan 1984; DeSarbo, Oliver, and Rangaswamy 1989; Späth 1982; Wedel and Kistemaker
1989; Wedel and Steenkamp 1991) are deterministic least-squares based methods involving
mixed discrete and continuous solutions to complex non-linear optimization problems. As
mentioned in Wedel and Kamakura (2000), some of the methods in this class of procedures
suffer from the fact that users must subjectively specify various tuning parameters that
influence the degree of separation of the clusters. In addition, the statistical properties of the
estimators are not well established.
These disadvantages are largely alleviated by more recent advances in latent
structure/class regression methods based on finite mixture distribution theory where the
conditional means of the underlying support distributions of these finite mixtures are typically
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reparameterized by linear regression functions of pre-specified independent variables. The
dependent variable is typically specified to be distributed as a finite mixture of a member of
the exponential-family of distributions (e.g., normal, binomial, Poisson, etc.). Numerous
information heuristics are typically employed for model selection (see Wedel and Kamakura,
2000). DeSarbo and Cron (1988) first generalized the stochastic switching regression models
considered in Quandt (1972), and Quandt and Ramsay (1978) to more than two regimes.
Wedel and DeSarbo (1994), Wedel and Kamakura (2000), and DeSarbo, Kamakura, and
Wedel (2006) provide a summary of the numerous marketing publications relating to the
development of different latent structure regression models. Wedel and DeSarbo (1995)
provide a finite mixture approach for mixtures of general linear models which encompass a
framework for the majority of such endeavors. A variety of different software packages have
become available for implementing these general linear model mixtures including Latent Gold
(Statistical Innovations, Inc.), GLIMMIX , and (more recently) Flexmix (Grün and Leisch
2008).
In recent years, there has been substantial interest in the Bayesian analysis of finite
mixture models, some of which have been used to address heterogeneity issues in marketing.
Diebolt and Robert (1994) provided a Gibbs sampling algorithm to obtain Bayes estimators
for finite mixture distributions. Allenby, Arora, and Ginter (1998) introduced a Bayesian
normal component mixture model to investigate the heterogeneity of demand. Lenk and
DeSarbo (2000) adopted a Bayesian approach to model parameter heterogeneity in
generalized linear models with random effects. Hurn, Justel, and Robert (2003) showed how
Bayesian inference for finite mixture regression can be achieved by specifying loss functions
and adopting the birth-and-death technique to determine the unknown number of components.
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Several studies (Andrews, Ansari, and Currim 2002; Otter, Tüchler and Frühwirth-Schnatter
2004) have also been performed to compare the performance of the latent class model and the
(Bayesian) random coefficients model with the conclusion that no one method completely
dominates the other. Recently, Büschken, Otter, and Allenby (2010) developed a Bayesian
mixture model to analyze haloed responses in customer satisfaction data.
Akin to ordinary multiple regression analyses, traditional procedures for finite mixture
regressions (i.e., latent class regression and Bayesian finite mixture regression) also have
several limitations. First, there is the problem of masking variables described in Fowlkes and
Mallows (1983) which, in this context, relates to the problem associated with including
irrelevant independent variables that can produce biased clustering/segmentation results. This
potential problem becomes more prominent in situations where strong a priori theory is
lacking, and/or when a plethora of plausible independent variables are available. Second,
there is the issue of limited sample sizes. Recall that latent structure regression methodologies
assume (like all latent class related procedures) an underlying partitioning of the sample space
into K distinct clusters or segments. As such, the usage of such procedures tacitly assumes an
allocation of the aggregate sample into smaller segments, thereby reducing the effective
sample size within each derived segment. Retaining a full specification of independent
variables in each derived segment thereby places heavy demands on degrees of freedom for
estimation since typically K(P+3) -1 parameters are estimated (as opposed to P+1 in the
aggregate multiple regression case, where P is the number of independent variables). Third, as
in the aggregate multiple regression case, the issue of multicollinearity can produce improper
information about the significance or effect (direction) of the affected independent variables.
In fact, because of the increase in the number of estimated parameters and partitioning of the
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sample size across the K segments, this potential multicollinearity problem can be more
pronounced than in the aggregate total sample regression case. One may argue that initially
using dimension reduction methods such as principal components analysis (PCA) or factor
analysis can help to alleviate this problem. However, a PCA or factor analysis approach may
have critical limitations in a particular marketing application since : (1) such methods do not
make use of the dependent variable to construct the new dimensions (i.e., they are
unsupervised learning techniques) and the dimensions created to explain independent
variables may not necessarily be related with the dependent variable; and, (2) combining
several variables into a new dimension can make interpretation difficult and cannot be easily
managed/utilized by marketing managers. While sequential selection procedures exist in the
case of aggregate multiple regression (e.g., forward selection, backward selection, and
stepwise selection) for the selection of an optimal set of independent variables, no such
procedures exist for the latent structure regression approach to simultaneously accommodate
unobserved heterogeneity.
The issue of masking effects and variable selection/weighting has been thoroughly
examined in the context of ordinary cluster analysis (see Brusco and Cradit 2001; DeSarbo et
al. 1984; De Soete, DeSarbo, and Carroll 1985; Fowlkes, Gnanadesikan, and Kettering 1988;
Gnanadesikan, Kettenring, and Tsao 1995). Recent clustering models have begun to utilize
stochastic variable selection in conducting both clustering and variable selection
simultaneously. In the stochastic variable selection methods, two different approaches have
been posited: (1) the Bayesian variable selection approach (George and McCulloch 1993,
1997; Gilbride, Allenby, and Brazell 2006), and (2) the frequentists’ penalized likelihood
approach called the Lasso (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) or SCAD
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(Smoothly Clipped Absolute Deviation); see Tibshirani 1996; Fan and Li 2001. Tadesse, Sha,
and Vannucci (2005) proposed a Bayesian variable selection model in clustering highdimensional data focusing on data which have smaller sample sizes than the number of
covariates. Their model handles the problem of selecting a few variables among a vast
number of variables in the multivariate normal mixture model by adding a binary vector
updated by a stochastic technique. Kim, Tadesse, and Vannucci (2006) extended the Tadesse
et al.’s model (2005) by formulating the clustering via Dirichlet process mixture models. In
addition, Raftery and Dean (2006) proposed an alternative variable selection approach in
clustering which provides a search algorithm and adopted an approximate Bayes factor for
finding a local optimum (see also Dean and Raftery, 2010). For sequential or longitudinal
observed data, Fong and DeSarbo (2007) presented a Bayesian model to simultaneously
estimate the location of change points/regimes, the corresponding subset of significant
independent variables per regime, as well as the associated regimes’ regression parameters.
To analyze genomic data, Gupta and Ibrahim (2007) assumed a multivariate regression set-up
and demonstrated a Monte Carlo method for variable selection (motifs) and genes clustering
by using ridge-regression type priors, but found that the selection of tuning parameter in ridge
regression can severely affect the analysis results.
A number of somewhat related penalized likelihood approaches have been recently
developed explicitly for determining the number of components and variables in latent
structure regression models. Naik, Shi, and Tsai (2007) propose a mixture regression criteria
(MRC) for the simultaneous determination of the number of market segments and the number
of independent variables. This MRC is composed of three terms: the first measures a lack of
fit, the second imposes a penalty for regression parameters, and the third term penalizes the
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number of components to be retained. Another such penalized likelihood approach developed
explicitly for latent structure regression has been proposed by Khalili and Chen (2007)
employing the Lasso or SCAD technique for variable selection. Alternative penalty functions
in this likelihood framework have been more recently been proposed by Städler, Bühlmann,
and Van de Geer (2010). One of the main problems associated with such penalty function
approaches relates to the fact that the user must set tuning parameter values somewhat
arbitrarily whose values can dramatically affect the cluster/segmentation and variable
selection results. In addition, the Kahlili and Chen’s (2007) software is limited to only two
market segments.
To resolve these limitations associated with existing segmentation models especially
in SERVQUAL/SERVPERF context, this dissertation would contribute to the literature on
model based segmentation where I devise a new Bayesian methods with (un)constrained
variable selection to: simultaneously derive unknown market segments (e.g., the number of
market segments), the memberships of the derived segments (e.g. their composition and size),
and each specific segment level regression model with (un)constrained variable selection (e.g.,
identifying key drivers to overall service quality) given various managerial constraints.
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Chapter 3
UNCONSTRAINED MODEL FEATURING SEGMENT LEVEL
VARIABLE SELECTION

3.1. Introduction
In this Chapter 3, I describe a Bayesian finite mixture model with unconstrained
variable selection (denoted hereafter as the unconstrained model) that can be applied in a
service quality context to identify segments of consumers that respond differently to the
drivers of service quality evaluations (Kim, Fong, and DeSarbo 2012). This unconstrained
model simultaneously identifies segments of consumers who share similar drivers of service
quality (within each segment), but there are no constraints regarding variable selection and the
estimation of regression coefficients for each segment. In this sense, I would regard the
unconstrained model as exploratory and expect it to work reasonably well overall in a large
number of applications. In particular, its use can be a good starting point for an application
when the user does not have prior knowledge about the structure of active variables per
segment, or if there are no active managerial issues that would require the use of constraints.
But, in some cases it may not be the most parsimonious representation and may derive
solutions that might not be, in the end, truly actionable for managers.
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3.2. The Unconstrained Model
Let Yi be the observation on the dependent variable for respondent i. I assume a
multiple regression setting:
(3.1)
where

,
is a row vector of dimension P containing values of the independent variables for

respondent i,

is a (column) vector of segment level regression coefficients, respondent i is

in market segment k if Hi = k and the error terms

are independently and normally

distributed as N(0, σ2). In the service quality application to follow, the dependent variable is
overall service quality evaluation while the independent variables are the 22 SERVPERF
performance items. A finite mixture regression model is obtained when the segment indicator
variable

is assumed to follow a discrete distribution with positive parameters

d1, …, dK :
(3.2)
where discrete(*) denotes a specific discrete distribution, i.e.,

and

In a Bayesian approach, these parameters are usually assumed to follow a
Dirichlet distribution and this assumption is adopted here:
(3.3)
To allow for variable selection, this model employs a spike and slab type prior on
K, (see Ishwaran and Rao 2005; Mitchell and Beauchamp 1988). For each component
p=1, …, P, I assume:
(3.4)

k= 1, …
,
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where

is a Bernoulli random variable with a parameter w. In other words, when

(with a probability of w), the pth variable in the kth segment is selected and its coefficient (

)

is assumed to follow a normal distribution with zero mean which is commonly assumed in the
variable selection literature. In the other case where

(with a probability of 1-w), the

pth variable in the kth segment is NOT selected and its coefficient (
the binary latent variables

) is set as zero. Thus,

are introduced to indicate whether the variables have impact in

a segment or not. Also, I assume an exchangeable prior for

with parameter w following a

Beta distribution:
(3.5)

,

(3.6)

.

Finally, for the variances, I assume the commonly used inverse Gamma distributions:
(3.7)
(3.8)

3.3. The Full Conditional Distributions
In this Bayesian computation, I generate an approximate sample from the joint
posterior distribution by drawing random deviates iteratively and recursively from the
following full conditional distributions.
The full conditional distribution of
Since

:
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where

,

(3.9)

where

.

The full conditional distribution of :

where

. Thus,

(3.10)
The full conditional distribution of

:

If Zkp=0,
If Zkp=1,

where

,

is

without the pth component, and

pth component. Thus,
(3.11)

and
The full conditional distribution of Zkp:

is

without its
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Since

can take on two possible values, 0 and 1 only, so if I let:

R=

,

then
, or equivalently,
(3.12)
To compute R, note that

and:

Thus,

and
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An application of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula yields:

Also,
Hence:

The full conditional distribution of w:
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Therefore,
(3.13)

.

The full conditional distribution of

:

So,
(3.14)
The full conditional distribution of σ2:
σ

σ

σ

Thus,
(3.15)

Note that all these full conditional distributions are standard probability distributions and so a
modified Gibbs sampling algorithm can be utilized here. For using this unconstrained model,
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one must input the data (

), specify the number of segments (K), the number of sampling

chains, and the number of burn-ins. Then, the MCMC procedure (to be described shortly) will
compute and save all of the posterior results throughout all the iterations. In particular,
interest is often focused on the segment coefficients ( ), variable selection information ( ),
and segment membership ( ); this procedure will report posterior mean values of

and , as

well as the posterior membership ( ) sampled from the membership allocation probabilities.
It is also easy to construct various plots from the saved posterior outputs (e.g., trace plot,
density plot, or cumulative density plot).

3.4. The MCMC Estimation Algorithm for the Unconstrained Model
Here, the specific steps of the proposed MCMC estimation procedure will be
delineated.
(Step 1) Initialization of σ2, ,

,w ,

(Step 2) Generate σ2 with:

(Step 3) Jointly sampling

, all others,

a. Sample Zkp sequentially for k=1, …, K and p=1, …, P with:

b. For k=1,…, K and p=1, …, P, if Zkp = 0, set

= 0, otherwise,
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(Step 4) Update hyper-parameters of w,

(Step 5) Update

with:

with:

where

.

(Step 6) Update

all others with:

where

.

(Step 7) Apply relabeling algorithm for parameters
based on

<

< ··· <

through the 1,…, K segments

(p = 1, …, P).

(Step 8) Save the posterior samples of σ2, ,

,w ,

per MCMC iteration.
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3.5. A Relabeling Algorithm
One important issue in any Bayesian finite mixture model using MCMC is the label
switching identification problem where the order of components can be arbitrarily changed
multiple times between iterations (see Jasra, Holmes, and Stephens 2005). The label switching
problem produces an identical likelihood for all permutations of the indices of the components.
In other words, when exchangeable priors with no segment-specific information are employed,
the sampler cannot distinguish the parameters of one segment from those of another segment
based on the likelihood. This is problematic for such finite mixture models because a MCMC
sampler with such a label switching problem can jump around across segments producing an
inconsistent and meaningless ergodic average estimate. Without solving this problem, one
will have difficulty in inferring parameters that are specific to each derived market segment.
To address the label switching problem, this model follows Marin and Robert (2007)
to first simulate from the unconstrained posterior distribution, and then impose identifiability
constraints on the generated MCMC sample. Note that once an MCMC sample has been
simulated from an unconstrained posterior distribution, any ordering constraint can be
imposed on this sample after the simulations have been completed for estimation purposes as
stressed by Stephens (1997); see also Lee et al. (2009). This post-processing approach
alleviates any concern of an adverse effect on simulation by imposing a constraint on the
support of the posterior as simulations are made from the unconstrained posterior distribution.
Once the simulation is completed, the
a constraint, say
parameters

<
and

< ··· <

are relabeled for each MCMC iteration according to

, for a given component p. Then, the other associated

are reordered accordingly to match that of

. This method is easy to

implement and it works well for all simulation data sets that I have analyzed. Indeed, it
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compares favorably with more complicated techniques in terms of programming effort and
computational cost. A recent review of existing relabeling algorithms is given in Sperrin, Jaki,
and Wit (2010).

3.6. Model Selection
To compare models

versus

, one can use the Bayes factor which is given by the

ratio of the two corresponding marginal likelihoods. To find the marginal likelihoods

,

, I use the basic marginal likelihood identity suggested by Chib (1995):
(3.16)
where
First, for

,
are set equal to the posterior modes here.
, I employ a data augmentation scheme to estimate the quantity (Chen,

Shao, and Ibrahim 2000, p.239):
(3.17)

where G is the total number of iterations and (g) represents the gth iteration of the Gibbs
sampling.
Second,
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(3.18)

Last, the prior density can be computed analytically:

(3.19)

where

and

is the number of nonzero

for each .

Note that a variant of Chib’s estimator has been proposed in Berkhof, van Mechelen,
and Gelman (2003) to account for the non-identifiability of the mixture components; see also
Lee et al. (2009). From a computational viewpoint, it is generally more efficient to compute
Equation (3.16) in logarithmic form:
(3.20)
Here, ln[

ln[

] = ln[
] and ln[

] + ln[

] – ln[

] can be computed analytically. For ln[

].
], I

employ a data augmentation scheme to estimate the quantity (Chen, Shao, and Ibrahim 2000,
p.239). Since the logarithm of the Bayes factor is equal to the difference of the log marginal
likelihoods, I can similarly employ the log marginal likelihood as a model selection heuristic
and select the model with the largest value. In the present context, I can use this log marginal
likelihood heuristic to select

, the number of market segments as multiple runs are required
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for

. Later, I will use this same log marginal likelihood to also select model type

in order to discern specific patterns of heterogeneity.

3.7. Variable Selection Criteria
To select significant drivers, the odds ratio for the Bayesian model with unconstrained
variable selection has been developed. The odds ratio of variable selection criteria is defined
as the posterior odds divided by the prior odds. Here,

and

=

where

and

= ,

are hyperparameters of the prior distribution for w such that

. Hence, the odds ratio is given by:

.

As an example, if one variable get an odds ratio of 94.8, its odds ratio can be calculated by

In the following Chapter, I will expand the unconstrained model to three constrained
specialty models.
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Chapter 4
THREE CONSTRAINED MODELS FOR SERVICE QUALITY
EVALUATION

4.1. Introduction
In marketing practice, it is essential to consider the critical link between segmentation
analysis and subsequent resource allocation decisions (Montoya-Weiss & Calantone 1999;
Mahajan and Jain 1978; Winter 1979). Despite its intuitive importance, the actionability of
segmentation solutions is one of Kotler's (1999) most overlooked effective segmentation
criteria. Here, actionability refers to the formulation of model solutions that can satisfy
organizational, strategic, financial, technological, promotional, and other needs or constraints.
The marketing literature has long acknowledged the importance of considering
implementation issues in marketing models (e.g., Little 1970). For instance, Wind (1978)
suggests that it is important to evaluate the expected market response, management objectives,
and resources when evaluating market segment solutions. Mahajan and Jain (1978), Winter
(1979), and DeSarbo and Grisaffe (1998) proposed conceptual and mathematical frameworks
that allow the incorporation of managerial and budget constraints, whereas others have placed
parameter estimation restrictions to ensure that the interpretation of the final solution is simple
and intuitive (Gordon, 1996; Sriram, 1990). This focus on actionability has not been as
present in the realm of service quality models. More recently, Chandukala, Long-Tolbert, and
Allenby (2011) proposed a latent-threshold mixture model in which regression coefficients
varied based on segment membership and experienced wait times in an effort to understand
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the key drivers of service quality. Although their procedure can simplify managerial decisions
by reducing the number of feasible solutions as a function of wait times, it currently does not
incorporate variable selection nor allow for the implementation of more strict and previously
identified managerial constraints.
I believe that forcing constraints in the analysis can increase the implementability of
the proposed results, and I present three types of constraint response patterns that can be
beneficial for managers (see DeSarbo et al. 1997 for a description of the various model
representations of heterogeneity). For instance, although the firm may recognize the presence
of heterogeneity in the perceptions of service quality, the firm may not have sufficient
resources to promote all of the different elements of service quality to each targeted segment
individually. Often times, managers can be forced to select and develop a condensed
marketing plan focusing only on key service attributes toward the entire aggregate market
despite the presence of significant consumer heterogeneity due to limited time or financial
resources. Rather than using a pure aggregate approach in such cases, I argue that managers
should impose constraints on the selection and estimation of coefficients while taking
consumer heterogeneity into account. Specifically, for such applications, I would propose that
they use a constrained segment-level variable selection model to identify segments such that
all consumers across the sample have the same set of significant drivers/predictors while
allowing for differential impact or importance for this common set of drivers. For example, a
regional bank, Omega, attempts to launch a number of small marketing campaigns (e.g.,
Loans, Mortgage, and Refinancing) towards their aggregate market with limited resources
allocated to each small campaign. In this case, Omega Bank may want to identify a common
set of key drivers but emphasize them to different extents across multiple segments to
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maximize the utilization rate of resources. I do so by introducing common factors constraints
in which the most important predictors are identified for the entire sample, but where
coefficients magnitudes are permitted to vary across segments. I believe that the common
factors model is especially appropriate for small start-up service businesses or even for large
service firms developing timely or financially condensed campaigns.
Instead of resource constraints that may suggest the use of such common factor
constraints, managers may be faced with strategic or organizational pressures to focus on
particular objectives that are not readily enforceable in regression based procedures. For
instance, management may have a strong desire to maximize separation across segments and
thereby allowing for maximal service differentiation in positioning and minimizing
cannibalization between its offerings. In other words, it may be of utmost practical importance
that the identified segments respond entirely differently to alternative marketing mixes
(Brusco, Cradit and Stahl, 2002; Wedel and Kamakura, 2000); for instance when a manager is
focused on how to select a combination of communication media to match segment level
reactivity (Montoya-Weiss and Calantone, 1999). In the service industry, this would require
forcing the derived solution to derive segments whose members’ service quality judgments
are influenced by entirely different SERVQUAL/SERVPERF factors. For example, Darden
Restaurants who own Red Lobster, Olive Garden, Long Horn Steakhouse, Capital Grille,
Bahama Breeze, Seasons 52, and Eddie V’s, may wish to employ such constraints to ensure
distinctive service positioning for their different restaurants in an attempt to minimize
cannibalization and maximize total share of wallet. Practically, such constraints would
prohibit the activation of a variable to more than one segment at a time, and this can be
achieved by introducing what I refer to as distinctive factor constraints into the model.
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Alternatively, managers are often presented model solutions that include too many
significant drivers or items for each of the salient dimensions (in SERVQUAL/SERVPERF,
the 22 items are organized along five latent dimensions). Yet it may not be feasible for
managers to focus on multiple items from each dimension at any given point in time. For
example, with respect to four items from the tangibles dimension (one of the
SERVQUAL/SERVPERF dimensions), managers may not have sufficient resources (e.g.,
financial, organizational, temporal) to both modernize the equipment (item #1) and
simultaneously improve the general look of the facilities (item #2). For example, Marriott
Hotel who has various brands (e.g., Courtyard, Residence Inn, Renaissance, Ritz-Carlton,
Fairfield Inn, and JW Marriott) may wish to employ such constraints to improve effective and
implantable resource allocation by identifying (at most) one priority driver per latent
dimension across heterogeneous segments. This would allow the manager to know where to
focus attention to most influence perceptions of service quality. As such, I can force
constraints to ensure that at most one key variable can be selected within each a priori defined
latent dimension (e.g., one per SERVQUAL/SERVPERF dimension) while allowing each
segment to vary in terms of which item is active per dimension (if any), and its effect
(coefficient). I would allow managers to do so by introducing what this paper refers to as
dimension constraints into the model.
Recently, authors in the marketing literature have introduced models that can be
utilized to simulatenously incorporate respondent heterogeneity and variable selection.
Gilbride, Allenby, and Brazell (2006) proposed a Bayesian estimation procedure for the
variable selection approach problem offered by George and McCulloch (1993, 1997).
Chandukala and colleagues (Chandukala, el al. 2011; Chandukala, Edwards, and Allenby
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2011) extended the Gilbride, Allenby, and Brazell (2006) random-effect model to the
segment-level case by incorporating covariates who help identify active regression
coefficients. More recently, Kim, Fong, and DeSarbo (2012) proposed a Bayesian finite
mixture model with unconstrained variable selection that could be commonly utilized in a
service quality context to identify segments of consumers that respond differently to the
drivers of service quality evaluations. Kim et al.’s (2012) unconstrained model (discussed in
the previous chapter) can do so by simultaneously performing segmentation and regression
analysis within the derived segments, as well as determining the optimal subset of
independent variables (key drivers) per derived segment. In this unconstrained approach,
there are no a priori restrictions placed on the nature of the underlying response patterns.
I will extend the unconstrained model presented in the previous chapter (Kim, Fong
and DeSarbo 2012) and augment the model to be more compatible with actionability and
feasibility requirements by enforcing appropriate managerial constraints. Specifically, this
dissertation proposes three sets of constraints that I believe to be particularly useful in the use
of service quality assessment studies (other types of constraints can also be accommodated)
using constrained Bayesian finite mixture regression models: the common factors model, the
distinctive factors model, and the dimension constrained model. I am also utilizing the model
selection heuristic of log marginal likelihood (see previous Chapter 3.6.) to select which of
the four models, the number of segments, and items to be selected best matches the
heterogeneous response patterns in the data. In other words, model users can readily assess
how well the heterogeneity in the data responses is compatible with any managerial
constraints they wish to test in a confirmatory manner.
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I would also show that the addition of these constraints is not only more conducive to
managerially relevant results, but can also improve model performance in statistical
estimation when there is a natural fit between the observed response patterns and managerial a
priori information and needs. When the key drivers for overall service quality are exclusive
across segments, the distinctive factor model constrains the derived solutions where the
possibility of overlapping variable selection across segments is minimized. As I will illustrate
later, if the data have naturally has such an extreme structure with exclusively distinctive
active variables, the addition of the constraint that requires distinctive selection across
segments improves performance by minimizing erroneous variable selection (the inclusion of
irrelevant variables). Similarly, when the data comes from common key drivers with different
strengths across the segments (the common factor model), the constraint of common variable
selection for all segments can force the model to be focused on a few key factors and improve
model fitting by such regulations. Alternatively, by allowing constraints on dimension
selection (i.e., selecting at most one item from each dimension per segment) in the dimension
constrained model, model performance stabilizes when the true data structure is generated
such that consumers in each segment have at most one key item for each
SERVQUAL/SERPREF dimension that has the largest single impact on assessments of
service quality. There exists no latent structure regression model that simultaneously
incorporates variable selection and can accommodate such important managerial constraints
in the service quality industry.
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4.2. The Three Constrained Bayesian Finite Mixture Regression Models
Here, I adapt the unconstrained segmentation model (Kim, Fong and DeSarbo 2012),
and introduce three new Bayesian variable selection finite mixture models that incorporate
several different types of constraints (tackling heterogeneity, multicollinearity/variable
selection, and managerial restrictions/implementability): the common factors model, the
distinctive factors model, and the dimension constrained model.
All three constrained Bayesian models share the same basic mathematical notation.
Let Yi be the dependent variable - consumer ’s overall service quality evaluation. I assume
that this overall consumer’s evaluation of service quality can be explained by a multiple
regression specification such that:
(4.1)
where

,
is a row vector of dimension P containing values of all 22

SERVQUAL/SERVPERF service quality items plus an intercept term for respondent i,
represents an index identifying that consumer i belongs to market segment k,
(column) vector of segment level regression coefficients, and the error terms
be independently and normally distributed as

are posited to

. A finite mixture of regression model

is obtained when the segment indicator variable
distribution with positive parameters

is a

is assumed to follow a discrete

:

(4.2)
where discrete(*) denotes a discrete distribution, i.e.,
this Bayesian approach, these parameters follow a Dirichlet distribution:
(4.3)

and

In
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In addition, for the variances

, I use the commonly used inverse Gamma distributions:

(4.4)
with

and

as hyperparameters. With this common setup, technical differences between

the three models will be described in the following sections.

4.2.1. The common factors model
The common factors model is appropriate when the user knows (suspects or requires
due to, say, feasibility constraints) that the latent segments consider the same subset of
independent variables, but with varying effects/coefficients. In this model, each variable is
either activated or not for all segments, but once activated the regression coefficients are free
to vary between segments. Whereas the other three (un)constrained Bayesian models conduct
variable selection using (

) separately from 1 to K segments and from 1 to P variables, this

common factors model conducts an aggregate level variable selection process using (
The priors of

is assumed to be:

(4.5)

,

(4.6)
with

,
and

as hyperparameters. Furthermore, for each coefficient

(4.7)
This leads to the following full conditional distributions.
If

=0,

if

=1,

, and

, I assume:

).
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Thus,
(4.8)

and

.

For

,

(4.9)
here R=
compute R, note that

Thus,

since

can take on two possible values, 0 and 1. To
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An application of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula yields:

Also,
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Hence,

Note that all these full conditional distributions are standard probability distributions and so a
Gibbs sampling algorithm can be utilized here as well as to be shown in Section 4.3.

4.2.2. The distinctive factors model
In the distinctive factors model, a variable cannot be selected for more than one
derived segment at a time. Similar to the unconstrained model, I assume,
(4.10)
First, let

be the intercept and I assume:

(4.11)
In the distinctive factors model, all independent variables except the intercept term cannot be
selected for more than one derived segment at a time. So, for

, I assume the

following prior for
(4.12)

,

where

and

.

Also different from the unconstrained model, I introduce a Bernoulli random variable
to decide whether

or not. When

,

is assumed to follow multinomial
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distribution with parameter 1 and
exchangeable prior for

; when

,

is set as zero. Then, I assume an

with parameter following a Beta distribution:

(4.13)

,

(4.14)

,

with

and

as hyperparameters. Finally,

is assumed to follow a Dirichlet distribution:

(4.15)

.

This leads to the following full conditional distributions.
(4.16)

and

.

For

, first

Let

Then, after integrating out

where

and

.
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and

Thus,
(4.17)

and
for p>1.

Note, for

,

for the intercept term follows the Bernoulli distribution in the

unconstrained model such that:
(4.18)

, where R=

To computer R, similar to the procedure of the unconstrained model,

In addition, for

.
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First,

Note,

and

Thus,
(4.19)

where

.

Next, for ,

Therefore,
(4.20)

Finally for

,

Thus,
(4.21)

.
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Again, a Gibbs sampling algorithm can be utilized here to perform Bayes computation for this
model to be shown in Section 4.3.

4.2.3. The dimension constrained model
In this model, variables are grouped into a priori mutually exclusive dimensions
(higher order factors/dimensions). Let
dimension (

denote the number of items in each

). Similar to the unconstrained model and the distinctive factors

model, I assume;
(4.22)

Let

,

If

, it is in the

unconstrained model,
(4.23)
Here

is actually the single variable

random variable

. When

and assume the following prior for

, I introduce a Bernoulli

:

(4.24)

,

where

and

. In sum, if

distribution with probability . But, if
indicated by
parameter 1 and

, and when
, whereas when

,

> 1, whether the

= 1,

follows Bernoulli

dimension is selected or not is

is assumed to follow a multinomial distribution with
, all variables in

are set as zero.
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I then assume an exchangeable prior for

with parameter following a Beta

distribution:
(4.25)
(4.26)
with

,
and

as hyperparameters. Next,

is assumed to follow a Dirichlet distribution:

(4.27)
This leads to the following full conditional distributions. Similar to the unconstrained
model and the distinctive factors model, for the full conditionals of
(4.28)

For

,

and

, let's first see the case of

. Let

Since

random variable which can take on two possible values, 0 and 1 only, so if I let:
R=
(4.29)
To computer R, note that

, then
.

is now a
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Now, let’s move to the other case of

and here note that

.

First,

Let

and

where

is
is

Then,

without the

without its

vector variables which belongs to the

vector variables in the

dimension.

dimension, and
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where

and

is the normalizing constant.

Thus, for the

when

,

(4.30)

and

In addition, for the full conditional distribution of ,

Thus,
(4.31)

For

, which is when

>1,
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Here,

and

Thus,
(4.32)
where
Finally, for

,
.
, which is also when

>1,
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Therefore,
(4.33)

All the full conditional distributions are standard probability distributions and so a Gibbs
sampling algorithm can be utilized here as to be shown in the next Section 4.3.

4.3. The MCMC Estimation Algorithms
Let’s go through specific steps of MCMC algorithms for the three constrained models.
First for the common factors model, all of its MCMC algorithm steps are the same as with
unconstrained model except for Step 3 and Step 7 where:
(Step 3) Jointly sampling
a. Sample

, all others,

sequentially for k=1, …, K and p=1, …, P with:

b. For p=1, …, P, if

= 0, set all

= 0, otherwise,

For k=1,…, K and p=1, …, P,

(Step 7) Apply relabeling algorithm for parameters
on

<

< ··· <

(p = 1, …, P).

, d through the 1,…, K segments based
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Second, the specific steps for the MCMC algorithm of the distinctive factors model
are described as follow.
(Step 1) Initialization of σ2, ,

, , ,

.

(Step 2) Generate σ2 with:

(Step 3) Jointly sampling
a. Sample

b. Sample

, all others,

sequentially for k=1, …, K and p=1 (for Intercept term) with:

sequentially for k=1, …, K and p=2, …, P with:
, where

c. Sample
if

sequentially for k=1, …, K and p=2, …, P with:
, set

otherwise,

d. For k=1,…, K and p=1, …, P, if

(Step 4) Update hyper-parameters of

= 0, set

,

with:

= 0, otherwise,
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(Step 5) Update

with:

where

.

(Step 6) Update

all others with:

where

, Hi, d through the 1,…, K segments

(Step 7) Apply relabeling algorithm for parameters
based on

<

< ··· <

(p = 1, …, P).

(Step 8) Save the posterior samples of σ2, ,

,

,,

per MCMC iteration.

Finally, for the dimension constrained Model, the MCMC algorithm proceeds in
following steps.
(Step 0) Specify number of items (
(Step 1) Initialization of σ2, ,
(Step 2) Generate σ2 with:

) in each

, , ,

dimension:
.
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(Step 3) Jointly sampling
a. Sample

and

a-1) if

:

a-2) if

:

sample

,
sequentially for k=1, …, K and q=1, …, Q with:

sequentially for k=1, …, K with:
,

where
Then, if

, set

, otherwise

b. For k=1,…, K and p=1, …, P, if

(Step 4) Update hyper-parameters of

= 0, set

(when

= 0, otherwise,

),

, with:
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(Step 5) Update

with:

where
(Step 6) Update

.
all others with:

where

(Step 7) Apply relabeling algorithm for parameters
segments based on

<

< ··· <

(Step 8) Save the posterior samples of σ2, ,

,

, d,

through the 1,…, K

(p = 1, …, P).
,

,

per MCMC iteration.

4.4. The Relabeling Algorithm
Similarly to the relabeling algorithm of the unconstrained model to address the label
switching problem, I follow Marin and Robert (2007) to first simulate from the unconstrained
posterior distribution, and then impose identifiability constraints on the generated MCMC
sample (also see Kim, Fong, and DeSarbo 2012). Note that, once an MCMC sample has been
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simulated from an unconstrained posterior distribution, any ordering constraint can be
imposed on this sample after the simulations have been completed for estimation purposes as
stressed by Stephens (1997); see Lee et al. (2009). This post-processing approach alleviates
any concern of an adverse effect on simulation by imposing a constraint on the support of the
posterior as simulations are made from the unconstrained posterior distribution. Once the
simulation is completed, the
constraint, say
parameters

<
and

are relabeled for each MCMC iteration according to a

< ··· <

, for a given component . Then, the other associated

(excluding

for the common factors model and additionally including

for the dimension constrained model) are reordered accordingly to match that of

. Indeed,

it compares favorably with more complicated techniques in terms of programming effort and
computational cost.

4.5. Variable Selection Criteria
For the common factors model, the odds ratio of variable selection criteria is the
posterior odds divided by the prior odds.
Here,
and
=
where

and

= ,

are hyperparameters of the prior distribution for

. Hence, the odds ratio is given by:

such that
.
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As an example, let’s assume

, and

. If one selected variable of the common

factors model has 120 odds ratio, it can be calculated by

For the distinctive factors model, variable selection criteria can be described as follows.

=

,

where

and

are pre-specified hyperparameters.

As an example, let’s assume

, and

. If the odds ratio of one selected

variable is 101.36, it can be calculated by

.

Last, for dimension constrained Model, the posterior odds ratio can be calculated in the
following way. Let

. Here,

with
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As an example, if the odds ratio of one selected variable is 123.6 (here,
), the value can be calculated by

and
.
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Chapter 5
MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS

5.1. Study Design
The Monte Carlo analysis from Kim, Fong, and DeSarbo (2012) illustrated that the
unconstrained Bayesian finite mixture with variable selection model dominated traditional
methods (including the Flexmix package in R for frequentist latent class regression (Grün and
Leisch, 2008) and RegmixMH in the mixtools package in R for Bayesian finite mixture
regression (see Benaglia, et. al. 2009)). The present Monte Carlo analysis has two purposes:
(1) to determine if each proposed (un)constrained Bayesian model can accurately capture the
pattern of heterogeneity expected under each associated data structure, and (2) to illustrate the
capacity of the proposed Bayesian variable selection models to accommodate collinearity
compared to traditional methods. As such, I compare six models including the four proposed
Bayes models, Flexmix, and RegmixMH.
The structure of the Monte Carlo experimental design is as follows. Four independent
factors were experimentally manipulated: the heterogeneity patterns by active variables
structure (X1), the strength of the collinearity amongst the independent variables (X2), the
number of segments (X3), and the sample size (X4). These factors and their levels were
specified to reflect various realistic data conditions which are frequently faced in
SERVQUAL/SERVPERF applications, as described in Table 5.1. I employed a full factorial
design with three replications per cell.
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TABLE 5.1
Monte Carlo Experimental Design
Factors
Data Types from the
Structure of Active Variables
(X1)

Strength of Collinearity in
Independent Variables (X2)

Number of Segments (X3)

Number of Sample Size (X4)

Levels
Unconstrained Structure of
Active Variables
Common Factors Structure
Distinctive Factors Structure
Dimension Constrained
Factors Structure
Low Level
Medium Level
High Level
K=2
K=3
K=4
N=300
N=650
N=1000

Codes
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

For X1, four different types of data reflecting different patterns of heterogeneity were
generated based on the model assumption of the structure of active independent

variables:

unconstrained, common factors, distinctive factors, and dimension constrained. In other
words, multiple unconstrained dataset were randomly generated based on no constraints in the
structure of active variables. Alternatively, common factors datasets were generated from a set
of common active variables across segments, distinctive factors datasets were generated from
distinctively active variables across segments, and dimension constrained datasets were
generated from the variable structure of at most one active variable per dimension. I expect
that the each proposed Bayesian model will provide better performance in each matching data
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condition than other models (i.e., the remaining three non-matching Bayesian models and two
traditional methods).
For X2, three levels of correlation were generated by manipulating the covariance
matrix of the random number generator of the multivariate normal distribution. To stay
consistent with the covariance structure expected in a SERVQUAL/SERVPERF setting, I
assume that items within a factor have stronger pair-wise correlations than items across
different factors. For datasets with low collinearity, random numbers between 0.01 to 0.3 are
used to generate correlations over all 22 items and random numbers between 0.2 to 0.3 are
used to generate correlations for items within each factor. Similarly, for datasets with medium
collinearity, random numbers between 0.1 and 0.3 are used to generate correlations over all 22
items and random numbers between 0.5 and 0.6 are used to generate correlations for items
within each factor. Finally, for datasets with high collinearity, random numbers between 0.2
and 0.3 are used to generate correlations for over all 22 items and random numbers between
0.7 to 0.8 are used to generate correlations for items within each factor. Here, I expect that the
proposed Bayes methods employing simultaneous variable selection technique can provide
consistent performance across different strengths of collinearity, while the traditional methods
will be significantly affected by the collinearity. In addition to X1 and X2 experimental
variables, I also added the number of segments (X3) and sample size (X4) as additional
experimental variables considering that these two factors were shown as most significantly
influencing factors in another Monte Carlo analysis setting (Kim, Fong and DeSarbo 2012).
To measure performance, I collected three dependent measures:
1. The root mean square error (RMSE) between

.

and

:
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2. Accuracy of true variable selection:
Accuracy =

, where:

is the number of irrelevant predictors classified correctly;
is the number of irrelevant predictors classified incorrectly;
is the number of relevant predictors classified incorrectly;
is the number of relevant predictors classified correctly.
3. Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) for segmentation recovery (see Hubert and Arabie, 1985 for
more technical details):
ARI =
here, to define

,
and

, I need to assume two different segmentation results of n

members, namely
objects that are in both

and D
and

. In addition,

. Then,

denotes the number of

and

.

These dependent measures encompass the three major areas of model performance
including true regression coefficient recovery, true active variables recovery, and true
segment membership recovery. Note, the Flexmix procedure utilizes an EM algorithm (see
Grün and Leisch 2008), the RegmixMH procedure utilizes a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
(see Benaglia et al. 2009), and this proposed Bayesian finite mixture models with
(un)constrained variable selection utilizes a Gibbs Sampler algorithm. I used 5000 iterations
for the burn-in period and then the next 5000 iterations for parameter estimation per each
experimental trial for both the RegmixMH and the proposed Bayesian models. To track
convergence, I employed trace plots which exhibited consistent patterns after the burn-in
period, and also checked Monte Carlo standard error.
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To identify the active variables, I used a significance level of .05 for Flexmix and the
exclusion of zero in a 95% HPD credible set as the selection criteria for the RegmixMH. For
the proposed Bayes variable selection models, the ratio of the posterior odds to prior odds was
adopted to decide upon variable selection, as described in Chapter 3.7 and Chapter 4.5. A cutoff value of 20 is used to select variables. As a measure for segment recovery, ARI was
compared between the proposed Bayes models vs. Flexmix. Unfortunately, the RegmixMH
procedure does not provide the segment membership information. I ran Flexmix and
RegmixMH multiple times from different random starts and selected the best fitting solutions.

5.2. Comparison Study in terms of Different Data Structure Types
As shown in Table 5.2, matching model and data (e.g., the unconstrained model when
applied to unconstrained data, the common factors model when applied to common factors
data, etc.) performs best, particularly over the two traditional methods. When the data does
not have constraints on variable selection, the unconstrained model has the best RMSE (i.e.,
0.04 vs. 0.44, 2.57, 0.06, 0.41, and 0.83), the highest accuracy in predicting variable selection
(i.e., 1.00 vs. 0.84, 0.62, 0.83, 0.95, and 0.91), and the highest ARI (i.e., 0.63 vs. 0.54, NA,
0.62, 0.48, 0.16). When the data has either common factors or distinctive factors in the
patterns of variable selection, the RMSEs of the matching models are significantly less than
other five models (i.e., 0.04 of the common factors model case and 0.08 of the distinctive
factors model case), their accuracy in predicting variable is perfect, and they have the highest
ARI (i.e., 0.49 vs. 0.37, NA, 0.46, 0.08 and 0.09 in common factors data condition; 0.76 vs.
0.66, NA, 0.75, 072, and 0.08 in distinctive factors data condition). Thus, I conclude that both
common factors model and distinctive factors model appropriately perform best when utilized
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on common factors and distinctive factors data respectively. Finally, when the data has
dimension constraints, the dimension constrained model shows the best performance in terms
of RMSE, Accuracy and ARI. It is worth noting however that the unconstrained model also
provides nearly equivalent performance for accuracy and ARI. In sum, the proposed
constrained Bayesian models are capable of best representing the data structures generated
from their appropriate active variables and pattern of heterogeneity. This demonstrates that
each of the four proposed models can properly identify the pattern of heterogeneity for which
the model was developed.
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TABLE 5.2
Mea Comparison between the Proposed Bayes Models, Flexmix, and RegmixMH for Different Data Structure Assumption

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Unconstrained
Model
Mean
SD

0.44
0.84
0.54
0.44
0.80
0.37
0.69
0.87
0.66
0.36
0.81
0.31

0.67
0.18
0.21
0.56
0.18
0.17
1.25
0.17
0.26
0.40
0.18
0.14

2.57
0.62
NA
2.68
0.63
NA
2.40
0.65
NA
2.41
0.59
NA

1.60
0.11
NA
1.56
0.10
NA
1.93
0.09
NA
1.31
0.09
NA

0.04
1.00
0.63
0.14
0.99
0.46
0.12
0.99
0.75
0.07
0.98
0.39

Flexmix

Unconstrained
Factors Type
Data
Common
Factors Type
Data
Distinctive
Factors Type
Data
Dimension
Constrained
Type Data

RMSE
Accuracy
ARI
RMSE
Accuracy
ARI
RMSE
Accuracy
ARI
RMSE
Accuracy
ARI

RegmixMH

0.02
0.00
0.09
0.30
0.02
0.12
0.24
0.03
0.13
0.07
0.03
0.10

Common
Factors Model
Mean
SD

Distinctive
Factors Model
Mean
SD

0.06
0.83
0.62
0.04
1.00
0.49
0.49
0.38
0.72
0.10
0.87
0.38

0.41
0.95
0.48
1.08
0.84
0.08
0.08
1.00
0.76
0.80
0.89
0.01

0.05
0.09
0.09
0.02
0.01
0.08
0.53
0.10
0.14
0.08
0.05
0.10

0.45
0.06
0.20
0.50
0.09
0.11
0.13
0.00
0.10
0.48
0.04
0.01

Dimension
Constrained Model
Mean
SD
0.83
0.91
0.16
0.84
0.89
0.09
1.69
0.66
0.08
0.06
0.98
0.39

Note: Shaded and bold cells represent the best performance values in each type of dataset (X1).

0.37
0.04
0.11
0.34
0.04
0.05
0.37
0.11
0.07
0.05
0.03
0.08
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5.3. Robustness against Collinearity
Table 5.3 reports all p-values of the ANOVA’s comparing the three different mean
values from the three different levels of collinearity. Here, robustness against collinearity
would be reflected by non-significant p-values. With respect to Flemix, RMSE, accuracy, and
ARI are all significantly affected when collinearity is increased leading to significant
increases in RMSE (p<.01), and decreases in accuracy (p=.03) and ARI (p=.04). With respect
to RegmixMH, RMSE is significantly increased when collinearity is increased (p=.02)
although collinearity has no effect on its accuracy in selecting active coefficients (p=.37).
Finally, the four proposed Bayesian variable selection models show consistent and robust
performance against collinearity, except for the dimension constrained model whose ARI is
mildly impacted when collinearity is increased1. In other words, there are no significant
differences of dependent measures across different levels of collinearity (i.e., all p-values of
most conditions are higher than 0.05 from the Table 5.3), and thus I would conclude that the
four proposed Bayesian models can perform well despite the presence of significant
collinearity in the data.

1

For the ARI of the dimension constrained model, because the model forces one select only
one variable per dimension, high correlations within dimension might strongly affect its
performance in non-matching data conditions.
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TABLE 5.3
Robustness against Different Levels of Collinearity based on ANOVA Tests (P-Values in Cells)

RMSE
Accuracy
ARI

Flexmix

RegmixMH

Unconstrained
Factors Model

0.00
0.03
0.04

0.02
0.37
NA

0.76
0.18
0.75

Common Distinctive Dimension
Factors
Factors
Constrained
Model
Model
Model
0.42
0.58
0.17
0.94
0.11
0.13
0.62
0.45
0.00

Note: Shaded and bold cells represent significant difference (i.e., p-value < 0.05) of mean values
across three different levels of collinearity (X2).
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Chapter 6
A SERVICE QUALITY ASSESSMENT APPLICATION: A SERVPERF
SURVEY FOR THE NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY

6.1. Introduction
To illustrate how the proposed procedures can help identify heterogeneous response
patterns in service quality evaluations, I used the SERVPERF mail survey data from
Parasuraman, Grewal, and Krishnan (1991) collected from a random sample of 1000
policyholders of the National Insurance Company. First, participants answered questions
regarding the five service quality dimensions of SERVPERF via the 22 questionnaire items
shown in earlier Table 1 (independent variables). Second, they answered an overall service
quality question (dependent variable) “How would you rate the overall service quality of
National and its employees?” on a 1-10 scale, from Extremely Poor to Extremely Good.
Third, participants answered general questions about their relationship with the company
(“Would you recommend National Insurance to your friends?”, “How long have you been
using the services of the company?”, “Have you had problems and were they resolved to
your satisfaction?”), and finally provided their demographic information (gender, marital
status, age, income, and education). 191 surveys were returned and used for these analyses.
Before I turn to identifying the drivers of overall service quality evaluation and
heterogeneous response patterns, I list the correlations between the 22 SERVPERF items
and the dependent variable in Table 6.1 to illustrate the problems present in this type of
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service quality data. I note that out of the 253 pairwise correlations, 247 are significant at
p<.05, and that all of the 22 independent variables are highly positively correlated with the
dependent variable. The large number of positive correlations amongst the independent
variables often suggests the presence of severe multicollinearity, and is quite typical in
such service quality applications.
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TABLE 6.1
Correlations between the 22 SERVPERF Items

Q01
Q02
Q03
Q04
Q05
Q06
Q07
Q08
Q09
Q10
Q11
Q12

Q02
.76

Q03
.75

Q04
.82

Q05
.21

Q06
.67

Q07
.27

Q08
.46

Q09
.38

Q10
.58

Q11
.24

Q12
.28

Q13
.35

Q14
.32

Q15
.59

Q16
.60

Q17
.60

Q18
.61

Q19
.59

Q20
.71

Q21
.45

Q22
.58

Overall
Service
Quality
.78

.73

.74

.32

.81

.40

.66

.46

.70

.30

.34

.52

.39

.70

.74

.79

.74

.76

.76

.67

.66

.84

.76

.25

.66

.30

.50

.39

.61

.25

.31

.43

.37

.67

.63

.59

.58

.64

.70

.53

.62

.78

.28

.75

.31

.55

.33

.63

.28

.31

.43

.35

.69

.70

.66

.64

.66

.73

.61

.65

.80

.34

.13

.33

.28

.27

.14

.21

.28

.14

.30

.32

.27

.29

.36

.29

.35

.35

.26

.42

.69

.37

.70

.29

.29

.55

.43

.69

.72

.71

.70

.70

.72

.63

.66

.82

.41

.16

.47

.46

.44

.31

.50

.41

.38

.39

.45

.39

.35

.35

.36

.44

.33

.70

.31

.34

.70

.41

.74

.82

.74

.77

.76

.57

.73

.71

.65

.42

.02

.07

.20

.10

.38

.38

.42

.40

.46

.46

.28

.34

.46

.35

.37

.51

.46

.76

.76

.78

.78

.79

.72

.66

.69

.77

.89

.40

.78

.34

.30

.30

.28

.27

.23

.28

.23

.28

.37

.74

.39

.35

.31

.31

.30

.26

.34

.29

.30

.50

.64

.64

.60

.56

.57

.44

.75

.60

.52

.43

.40

.39

.40

.35

.32

.39

.34

.42

.85

.79

.77

.77

.70

.75

.77

.76

.83

.83

.80

.70

.76

.78

.76

.88

.87

.78

.77

.76

.80

.86

.76

.73

.77

.79

.81

.75

.76

.81

.63

.74

.88

.78

.66

Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22

.76

Note: Shaded and Bold cells denotes correlations significant at p<.05
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6.2. Results from Traditional Approaches
Table 6.2 presents the estimated coefficients from some four traditional procedures
(aggregate regression, step-wise regression, Flexmix, and RegmixMH) for the 191
respondents.
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TABLE 6.2
Results from Traditional Regression based Methods
IVs

OLS
Regression

Stepwise
Regression

Intercept

-0.93

Reliability 1
Reliability 2

FLEXMIX (K=2)

FLEXMIX (K=5)

RegmixMH

k=1

k=2

k=1

k=2

k=3

k=4

k=5

k=1

k=2

-1.05

-1.58

1.61

0.29

-1.40

1.66

-2.28

-1.29

0.62

2.00

0.14

0.21

0.49

-0.28

0.27

-0.04

-0.10

-0.52

0.50

2.44

1.75

0.16

0

0.40

0.04

0.20

0.29

0.11

0.51

-0.15

2.00

2.45

Reliability 3

0.17

0.25

-0.1

0.30

0.42

0.13

0.48

0.28

-0.08

0.40

-0.62

Reliability 4

0.11

0

-0.31

0.47

0.05

0.07

0.28

1.01

-0.29

-0.12

0.33

Reliability 5

-0.10

0

-0.1

-0.26

-0.15

-0.12

0.07

-0.08

-0.07

0.76

0.01

Empathy 1

0.23

0.32

0.47

0.21

0.40

0.13

0.24

0.20

0.16

2.12

0.22

Empathy 2

0.08

0.1

-0.02

0.06

-0.24

0.13

0.11

0.13

0.01

0.34

-0.06

Empathy 3

-0.03

0

0

-0.07

0.26

-0.25

0.07

-0.36

0.08

-0.09

-0.16

Empathy 4

0.06

0

-0.044

0.21

-0.22

0.14

0.15

0.05

0.15

2.30

0.17

Empathy 5

0.08

0

0.17

0.03

0.29

0.22

-0.44

0.37

0

2.17

0.13

Tangibles 1

-0.01

0

0.03

0.43

0.11

-0.44

0.70

-0.29

0.19

3.82

0.01

Tangibles 2

-0.12

0

-0.08

-0.83

0.15

0.26

-0.93

-0.08

-0.40

0.93

0.00

Tangibles 3

0.06

0

0.06

-0.11

-0.09

0.20

-0.21

0.27

-0.08

0.66

0.19

Tangibles 4

0.12

0

0.15

0.2

-0.24

0.43

0

0.52

0.36

1.56

-1.07

Responsiveness 1

0.07

0

0.47

-0.45

-0.56

0.19

-0.27

0

0.28

0.31

0.63

Responsiveness 2

-0.09

0

-0.31

0.26

-0.21

0.01

0.59

-0.70

0.07

-1.16

0.15

Responsiveness 3

0.03

0

-0.40

0.2

0.17

-0.20

-0.05

-0.38

-0.09

0.90

0.43

Responsiveness 4

0.07

0.20

0.13

-0.05

0.07

0.01

0.24

0.41

0.09

-0.90

-0.07

Assurance 1

0.1

0

0

0.57

0

0.24

-0.13

0.23

-0.15

1.19

0.02

Assurance 2

0.42

0.53

0.51

0.07

0.51

0.41

0.23

-0.12

0.96

2.00

-0.07

Assurance 3

-0.12

0

0.12

-0.2

-0.41

-0.44

-0.19

0.07

0.20

1.75

0.01

Assurance 4

0.17

0

-0.03

0.35

0.46

0.39

0.37

0.23

-0.05

2.45

0.19

Mixture

NA

NA

67%

36%

24%

17%

21%

19%

20%

2%

98%

Note: Shaded and Bold cells denote significance at p<.05; For the RegmixMH, * Shaded and Bold cells do not include zero in a 95%
HPD Credible Set.
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6.2.1. Aggregate and Stepwise Regressions
As seen from Table 6.2, the aggregate regression solution is strongly affected by
multicollinearity between the independent variables (condition index= 71.4). In addition to
the intercept, four items are significant: Reliability 3 (the service is performed correctly the
first time), Reliability 5 (the records are maintained without errors), Empathy 1 (the
company treats them with care), and Assurance 2 (feeling safe when transacting with the
company). Here, it is unsettling to observe that Reliability 5 has a significant negative
coefficient, which implies that if the company were to maintain records with more errors
customers’ perceived overall service quality would increase. This result is in sharp contrast
with the positive correlations observed in Table 3 (further reflecting multicollinearity
problems). Using stepwise regression significantly reduces the problem of multicollinarity
in the data (condition index=19.62). With respect to the independent variables, just as with
the aggregate regression, Reliability 3 (having the service performed correctly the first
time), Empathy 1 (being treated with care), and Assurance 2 (feeling safe when transaction
with the company) have a significant positive effect on overall service quality. In addition
to these, Empathy 2 (having convenient hours), Reliability 1 (following up on promises),
and Responsiveness 1 (never too busy to respond to your requests) also have significant
and positive effects. The signs of the coefficients are all positive as is expected.
Regardless, a question remains as to whether this aggregate-level variable selection
analysis masks segment level differences in variable selection. In other words, can one
expect that there will be heterogeneity in the important drivers of overall service quality?
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6.2.2. Results from Traditional Latent Class Regression (Flexmix)
I ran Flexmix, a traditional latent class regression approach, for K=1…5 segments.
Each time, I performed multiple executions of the procedure given the incidence of many
local optima; i.e., I ran the procedure multiple times for each value of K and selected the
best solution for each K. As shown in Table 6.3, the results from the information heuristics
are mixed as to what the number of segments (K) should be. Whereas CAIC suggests the
presence of no heterogeneity (K=1), the other information criteria (AIC, BIC, AIC3)
suggests that a larger number of segments (K>5) is more appropriate for representing the
structure in this data. As such, we are not able to reliably use information criteria reliably
to select the best number of segments for Flexmix. Given that the proposed Bayesian
procedures identify a solution with K=2 segments (to be discussed below), I present the
Flexmix K=2 segment solution to facilitate comparison between the various solutions.
Additionally, I also present the Flexmix K=5 segment solution which was suggested by
three of the information heuristics. The Flexmix results in Table 6.3 represent the best local
optima I could obtain after multiple random starts for K=2 and for K=5.

TABLE 6.3
Model Selection Heuristics for FLEXMIX
K=1
K=2
K=3
K=4
K=5
AIC
489.28 433.33 333.38 225.74
133.97
AIC3
513.28 482.33 407.38 324.74
257.97
BIC
567.33 592.7 574.05 547.72
537.25
CAIC
661.25
591.33 641.7 648.05 646.72
Note: Shaded and Bold cells denote the solution that each criterion selects.
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I first turn to the K=2 solution for Flexmix from Table 6.2. Out of the 22 SERVPERF
items, eight have significant effects on overall service quality for members of Segment 1
who represent 67% of the total sample. One interesting aspect of the proposed solution is
that Flexmix determines that three of the eight independent variables have significant
negative coefficients, all of which are difficult to explain in this service quality context.
For example, whereas improving Reliability 1 (doing what it promises) can improve
overall service quality perceptions, Reliability 4 (providing its services at the time it
promises to do so) is shown to have a negative effect and would decrease perception of
service quality if improved. Members of Segment 2 (representing 36% of the sample) have
a somewhat larger number of significant SERVQUAL variables (12 items). Just as with
Segment 1, the several negative coefficients (4 out of 12) are disconcerting and the results
lack face validity. Next, I consider the results of K=5 solution by Flexmix. They are also
problematic as an excessive number of variables are selected, many with negative
coefficients. Out of 104 selected variables, 39 variables have negative coefficients which
are questionable in this service quality application where I expect all coefficients to be
positive.

6.2.3. Results from Traditional Bayesian Mixture Regression (RegmixMH)
In the two rightmost columns in Table 6.2, I present the K=2 solution from
RegmixMH, a Bayesian latent class regression procedure without variable selection. The
result shows very unbalanced (and unusable) mixture proportions (i.e., 2%, 98%). For
Segment 2, the procedure identifies three negative coefficients which are difficult to
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explain. Thus, the RegmixMH solution is also of questionable value in terms of managerial
implications and face validity with this application.

6.3. Results from the Proposed Bayesian Finite Mixture Regression Methods
I now turn to the examination of the results obtained from the four proposed
Bayesian models: the unconstrained, distinctive factors, dimension constrained, and
common factors models. For each of the models, I performed 10000 iterations out of which
5000 were discarded as part of the burn-in period. To identify significant variables of the
four Bayesian models, I adopted the ratio of the posterior odds and prior odds (known as
the Odds-Ratio (O-R) with a cutoff value of 20; see Jeffreys, 1961) as I assumed Bernoulli
distributions for variable selection. Chapter 4.5 provides the computational details of the
odds ratios and variable selection procedures for the proposed models. When describing
the model results, I used the computed empirical odds ratios to identify which variables
have a significant effect on perceptions of overall service quality.
As illustrated in Figure 6.1, inspection of the trace plots suggests that convergence
was obtained prior to the start of the iterations that were saved (here, mean Monte Carlo
standard error is 0.007). The trace plots in Figure 6.1 show stable sampling performances
of six different coefficients (as an illustration) in the SERVPERF application study. First,
the upper left figure represents a trace plot of Reliability 1 variable and its coefficient
values in Segment 2 being sampled between 0.2 and 0.4 (mean value: 0.27), whereas the
coefficient values in Segment 1 are mostly sampled at 0. The upper right figure represents
a trace plot of Reliability 2 variable and its coefficient values in Segment 1 are mostly
sampled around 0.3 (mean value: 0.33), whereas the coefficient values in Segment 2 are
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mostly sampled at 0. For Empathy 1 (middle left figure) and Empathy 5 (bottom left
figure), the two trace plots show similar pattern with sampling draws around 0.22 in
Segment 2 for Empathy 1 and 0.56 in Segment 1 for Empathy 5. Different from the four
selected variables, the middle right and bottom right figures represent two trace plots of
unselected variables (Empathy 2 and Responsiveness 2). As expected, throughout the
iterations, most coefficient values across the two derived segments are being sampled at 0.
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FIGURE 6.1
Selected Trace Plots of Segment Coefficients of SERVPERF Application Study: K=2
Distinctive Factors Model Solution

Note: The BLACK lines represent trace plots of Segment 1 and the RED lines represent trace plots
of Segment 2.
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Given that no a priori constraints were provided, I use the model selection
information (log-marginal likelihood – LML) results displayed in Table 6.4 to select the
best solution for each of the four proposed models, as well as the overall best solution
across all four proposed Bayesian models. The LML numbers suggests that the distinctive
factors model with K=2 segments (LML: -144.2) is the best solution for this data across all
combinations of models and number of segments. The unconstrained model with K=2
performs the second best (LML: -179.4), the dimension constrained model with K=1
performs the third best (LML: -244.3), and the worst solution is obtained from the K=1
aggregate common factors model solution (LML: -282.9). In sum, these results suggest that
this data contains significant consumer heterogeneity which is best described with
distinctive active variables for each of the derived segments.
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TABLE 6.4
Log Marginal Likelihood Results for the Model Selection of the SERVPERF Application
LML
Unconstrained Model

K=1
-202.8

K=2
-179.4

K=3
-307.0

K=4
-401.6

Common Factors Model
Dimension Constrained
Distinctive Factors Model

-244.3
-282.9
-226.8

-315.2
-312.5
-145.6

-342.2
-411.8
-263.0

-389.7
-453.3
-357.9

K=5
-588.3
-401.3
-487.7
-600.1

Note: The shaded cells represented the best model for each model, and the bold
font indicates the best overall model.

Given that the suggested best solution is K=2 segments by the distinctive factors
model (see Table 6.4), Table 6.5 presents the K=2 solutions obtained by the four proposed
Bayesian models and also the K=1 solutions of the common factors and dimension
constrained model (which are the best solutions for them as identified in Table 6.4). First,
the common factors and dimensions constrained model show the worst fit based on the
results displayed in Table 6.4. The common factors K=2 solution shows unbalanced
mixture proportions (3% and 97%), and none of the variables are selected in K=2 solution
by the dimensions constrained model. Second, I observe somewhat similar results for the
unconstrained model with K=2 vs. the distinctive factors model solution with K=2 (which
is selected as the best by LML). Both models can represent a data structure of distinctively
active factors across segments, but the distinctive factors model provides a better fit and its
results make more sense as described below.
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TABLE 6.5
Solutions for the Proposed Bayesian Models for the SERVPREF Application
Unconstrained

Intercept
Reliability 1
Reliability 2
Reliability 3
Reliability 4
Reliability 5
Empathy 1

k=1
-0.09
0.05
0.09
0.04
0
-0.01
0.05

k=2
0.01
0.24
0.01
0.20
0.01

Empathy 2
Empathy 3
Empathy 4
Empathy 5
Tangibles 1
Tangibles 2
Tangibles 3
Tangibles 4
Responsiveness1
Responsiveness2
Responsiveness3
Responsiveness4
Assurance 1

0.68
0.02
-0.06
0
0
0.1
-0.01
0.07
0.23
0.07

-0.10
0.24
0.01
0
0
0.13
0.02
-0.04
0
0
0.04
0
0.02
0.03
0.01

Assurance 2
Assurance 3
Assurance 4
Mixture

0.08
0.01
0
13%

0.58
0
0.01
87%

0
0
0

Common
Factors
(K=1)
k=1
-0.17
0
0.15

Common Factors
(K=2)
k=1
-0.04
0.02
0.01

k=2

Dimension
Constrained
(K=1)
k=1

0
0.16
0.08

5.03
0.01
0.02

0.29
0
-0.01

0.15
0
-0.04

0.21
0
-0.03

0.33
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.08
0

0.74
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.43
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.60
0
0
NA

0.33
0
0
3%

0.38
0
0
97%

Dimension
Constrained
(K=2)
k=1
k=2

Distinctive Factors *
k=1
-0.25
0

k=2
-0.03

0.11
0.02
0
0.03

2.94
0.01
0.04
0.03
0.05
0.01
0.02

8.87
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0.04
0
0
0.09
0.01
0
0
0.01
0.04
0

0
0
0.02
0.02
0
0
0.01
0
0.01
0
0.04
0.02
0.02

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.56
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.22
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.06
0
0.01
NA

0.05
0.01
0.01
24%

0
0
0
76%

0
0
0
14%

0.52
0
0
86%

0.33
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Note: Bold and shaded entries indicate odds ratio > 20; * represents the selected solution.

0.27
0
0
0
0
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For the K=2 solution from the distinctive factors model, Segment 1 is the smallest
group (14%) - a segment of less satisfied users with a potential for higher loyalty with
improved retention strategies. Specifically, I find that members of this segment have the
lowest average overall service quality score (

= 6.70 vs.

=7.98;

), and are less likely to

recommend the company a friend (70.4% vs. 84.5%;

). The fact that

higher proportion of Segment 1 had more problems than Segment 2 (51.9% vs. 29.9%;
) may explain the lower service quality score and lower
recommendation response. The segment also includes fewer loyal customers with only
51.9% that have been with the company 5 or more years (vs. 73.8% in Segment 2;
). Additionally, I regressed the overall service quality score and the
consumers’ willingness to recommend National on their tenure with the company, an
indicator of segment membership, and their interaction. I found that members of Segment
1 who have been with National for a longer time (i.e. more than 5 years) are much more
likely than those of Segment 2 to have higher perception of service quality and a greater
willingness to recommend National (both

). This suggests that although members

of Segment 1 are less likely to currently be satisfied, if they can be carefully managed in
the long term, they can remain loyal customers and hopefully even profitable ones.
In terms of key drivers the insurance company should focus on, Empathy 5
(understanding your needs;
solving your problem;

) and Reliability 2 (having a sincere interest in
) are important variables to this segment. Post-hoc

analyses also reveal that members of this segment rate the company worse than those of
Segment 2 on both understanding their needs (

5.49;
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) and having a sincere interest in solving their problem
(

). Although the company scored

lower for members of this segment on a host of other SERVPERF indicators, focusing on
making sure these consumers feel that the company understands their needs and works
hard at solving their problems might be sufficient to increase their satisfaction and turn
them into longer term profitable customers.
Members of Segment 2 represent the majority of highly satisfied National
customers with an average service quality score of 7.98. As with Segment1, the distinctive
key drivers for Segment 2 involve empathy and reliability. Reliability 1 (doing what it
promises;

) and Empathy 1 (treating you with care;

) are important

drivers for this segment. Moreover, for members of this segment the most important driver
of satisfaction is Assurance 2 (you feel safe in your transactions;

).

I also point out that the solution offered by the unconstrained model, with poorer fit,
provided somewhat different findings. Namely, for Segment 1 (13% of the sample) only
Empathy 5 (understanding your needs;

) is the main driver of overall service

satisfaction. For Segment 2 (87% of the sample), it identifies five key drivers with 3 of
them being related to reliability. The significant drivers are: Reliability 1 (doing what it
promises;

), Reliability 3 (performing right the first time;

5 (maintaining error free records;

), Reliability

), Empathy 1 (treating you with care;

), and Assurance 2 (you feel safe in your transactions;

). The two

derived segments from this solution are somewhat similar to those of the distinctive factor
model solution that I selected, with an Adjusted Rand Index (Hubert and Arabie, 1985) of
0.70 and 94% match. For Segments 1 of both solutions, understanding your needs
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(Empathy 5) is important. Yet, the distinctive factor model identifies a second driver of
satisfaction for this lower satisfaction group, with respect to having a sincere interest in
fixing their problem. I would expect this to be important given considering that members
of Segment 1 have experienced more problems than those of Segment 2 (51.9% vs 29.9%;
). For members of Segment 2, Empathy 1, Reliability 1, Assurance
2 are significant in both solutions. The unconstrained model also identifies Reliability 3
and 5 as important. The coefficient for Reliability 5 is especially problematic given that it
is negative - implying that adding errors to National records would improve customer
satisfaction. In sum, although both solutions offer drivers that are distinctive across
segments, the solution from the distinctive factors model provides a better LML value and
has greater face validity with respect to the application.
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Chapter 7
DISCUSSION

I have proposed and compared several new Bayesian finite mixture regression
models with (un)constrained variable selection procedures which incorporate various sets
of constraints on the estimation of the segment-level coefficients for studies examining
service quality evaluation. The added constraints augment the unconstrained model by
incorporating possible managerial priorities and financial restrictions that would otherwise
render the derived solutions difficult and/or impractical to implement. In addition, these
models can be especially helpful when there is high potential for instability due to small
sample sizes, multicollinearity, and/or a large number of potential independent variables
such as what are typical in the vast majority of service quality assessments.
Analyzing multiple data sets in a systematic Monte Carlo study reflecting
heterogeneous response patterns and different levels of collinearity in consumer
evaluations, I illustrated how it is crucial to use the appropriately constrained model to
correctly capture the heterogeneity and response patterns underlying such data structures,
and also showed that the proposed models are more robust against multicollinearity than
traditional methods. In the National Insurance Company service quality application, I
showed how one of the constrained solutions can provide the best fit and also render the
most meaningful and interpretable results in a particular managerial context.
As with any research, there are potential limitations. One, more sensitivity analysis
is required with respect to the robustness of the proposed procedure to different stochastic
specifications of the prior distributions. Two, I need to explore predictive validation in
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more earnest with calibration and hold-out samples in a comparative fashion for the
various competing procedures. Three, the stability issue of the proposed solution for label
switching should be examined more closely when any of the model assumptions is violated.
For future research, one may wish to extend these approaches to normative segmentation
constrained variable selection segmentation models. For example, stochastic variable
selection can be constrained reflecting minimizing implementation costs. In other words,
based on the criteria of maximizing profit or minimizing cost, the variable selection
procedure can be stochastically constrained. Another area for future research lies in
applying these proposed Bayesian models into discrete models such as binary or
multinomial choice models. Also, it would be interesting to incorporate both latent
structures and variable selection to situations in which there are multiple correlated
dependent variables. Such a situation could occur, for instance, if a survey wished to
examine factors that not only influence service quality but also satisfaction with the service
representatives or price-quality inferences. Additionally, it would be interesting to
generalize this approach to cases when measurement error is specifically taken into
account as in partial least squares regression (PLS) or structural equations modeling (SEM).
Finally, the present framework can be easily extended in other studies involving consumer
evaluations such as customer satisfaction, as well involve as other types of managerially
relevant constraints.
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